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METHOD FOR PROTECTING DATA

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to methods for protecting data and is particularly concerned

with providing protection to sensitive data.

Background of the Invention

[0002] A sensitive program, that is, one that is subject to attack / tampering, has certain data

that's used during its operation that's considered sensitive. For example, after completion of a

set of calculations within the software, a subroutine, out of a large set of subroutines in the

program, needs to be activated. However, revealing which subroutine is to be activated may aid

the attacker in subverting the operation of the software. In this case, the address of the

subroutine is a valuable asset that needs to be protected. In another example, a video stream may

need to be decrypted with a key. The key, therefore, constitutes a valuable asset that needs to be

protected.

[0003] Existing software implementations lend themselves to varying degrees of static analysis.

That is, once the attacker is able to extract the entire software load, they are able to prioritize and

reverse engineer targeted components based on the functionality they wish to exploit. Because

all of the important data variables are static, the attacker can simply read them from the reverse

engineered code. Secrets that are embedded directly in the program like a function address

and/or a decryption key are easily retrieved by an attacker.

[0004] The basic solution to this problem is to hide the sensitive data. A well-known way of

doing this is via a "split secret" model, whereby the data is decomposed into two parts, each of

which is useless on its own, but when combined, restore the original data.

[0005] Systems and methods disclosed herein provide method and system of hashing data for

providing protection to sensitive data to obviate or mitigate at least some of the aforementioned

disadvantages.



Summary of the Invention

[0006] An object of the present invention is to provide improved methods of protecting sensitive

data.

[0007] Accordingly, in the present disclosure, a hash function is computed over a known image

(for example, an address range in a program). The result of the hash function is known to be the

same at two distinct points in time - before the program is run (i.e. signing at build-time), and

during the running of the program (i.e. run time). The value that the programmer wishes to hide

(i.e. the secret value) is also known at build-time. Still at build-time, the secret value is

combined with the hash in such a way that the combining operation can be reversed at run time.

This combined value (i.e. the salt) is stored along with the program. Note that the salt in no way

statically reveals the secret value. Later, at runtime, the program computes the same hash value

as was computed at signing time, and does the reverse combining operation in order to reveal the

secret value. A further refinement shows how to verify that the sensitive value is correct without

doing a direct comparison against the sensitive value (which would undesirably reveal the

expected "correct" value).

[0008] In accordance with an aspect of the present invention there is provided a method of

protecting sensitive data comprising the steps of during build time, hashing an image to produce

a first hash, combining sensitive data with the first hash to form a salt, storing the salt and at

runtime, hashing the image to produce a second hash, retrieving the salt, combining the second

hash and the salt to recover the sensitive data.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0009] The present invention will be further understood from the following detailed description

with reference to the drawings in which:

Fig. 1 illustrates a method of protecting sensitive data in accordance with a first embodiment of

the disclosure;



Fig. 2 illustrates a method of recovering sensitive data in accordance with a first embodiment of

the disclosure;

Fig. 3 illustrates a method protecting sensitive data in accordance with a second embodiment of

the present disclosure;

Fig. 4 illustrates a method of recovering sensitive data in accordance with a first embodiment of

the present disclosure;

Fig. 5 illustrates a method protecting sensitive data in accordance with a third embodiment of the

present disclosure;

Fig. 6 illustrates a method of recovering sensitive data in accordance with a third embodiment of

the present disclosure;

Fig. 7 illustrates a method of protecting sensitive data in accordance with a fourth embodiment

of the present disclosure;

Fig. 8 illustrates further detail of the method of Fig. 7;

Fig. 9 illustrates further detail of the method of Fig. 7;

Fig. 10 illustrates further detail of the method of Fig. 7; and

Fig. 11 illustrates a method of recovering the sensitive data protected by the method of Figs. 8 to

10.



Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiment

[0010] Definitions

Table A

[0011] Referring to Fig. 1 there is illustrated a method of protecting sensitive data in accordance

with a first embodiment of the disclosure. In order to implement the technology, the system 10

includes a signing tool 1 (i.e. a build-time program), a sensitive piece of data 14 requiring

protection (i.e. the secret data), an image 16, an optional vinegar (not shown in Fig. 1), a place to

store a salt 18 and a target program (not shown in Fig. 1).

[0012] In operation, the signing tool 12 is given as input a sensitive piece of data 14 to hide, and

an image 6 used to compute a hash 20 over an image. The image 6 can be arbitrarily sized and

can be a selected portion of a larger data set. The signing tool 12 then computes a salt 18 based

upon the sensitive data 14, the image 16, and the computed hash 20.

[0013] The salt 18 is then stored for later use by the target program.

[0014] Referring to Fig. 2 there is illustrated a method of recovering sensitive data in accordance

with a first embodiment of the disclosure that uses the output of the method of Fig. 1. At some



point in the future, the target program 24 needs access to the sensitive data 14. The target

program 24 reverses the steps described herein above. That is, the target program 24 accepts as

input the image 16, computes a hash over the image 26, and combines the stored salt 18 with the

image 16 to produce the sensitive data 14.

[0015] The advantage of the method and system of Figs. 1 and 2 is that the sensitive (i.e. secret)

data is not initially available for an attacker to peruse. The sensitive data is only available at the

point of the program just before it is used, and after the hash function is computed. Therefore if

the hash function is used to validate that a program image has not been tampered and the

sensitive data is a function address to be called upon a successful validation, then the system

adequately conceals this method of detecting tampering in the program. This practical

embodiment of the mechanism is described in detail below.

[0016] The above-described approach has effectively split information across the build-time and

run-time to share a secret.

[0017] The above process can be diversified; that is, it can be made to depend on another

variable, a shared secret between the signing tool and the target program. This secret variable is

herein after referred to as a "vinegar", and it is combined with the image before the hash is

computed, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The process 30 of Fig. 3 adds a vinegar 32 to the inputs to the

signing tool 12 during build time.

[0018] Adding in the vinegar 32 means that there is an additional variable that must be provided

by the target program 24 in order to unlock the value of the sensitive data 14, as illustrated in

Fig. 4.

[0019] Unless the vinegar 32 is supplied correctly, the sensitive data 14 will be incorrect /

unusable. Detection of correctness is addressed herein below with regard to Fig. 7.

[0020] The advantage of this extra measure is that a secret may be split across the build-time and

run-time, just as in the previous case (i.e. salt+hash); however, an additional split across different

points of the program may also be achieved. Further examples are provided when describing

multiple vinegars with reference to Figs. 5 and 6.



[0021] Referring to Fig. 5, there is illustrated a example of a build time process 50 that uses

multiple vinegars. Sensitive data is split in two, 52 and 53, which is combined with two vinegars

54 and 55, using signing tool 12 and image 16, to produce two salts 56 and 57.

[0022] The advantage of multiple vinegars is that multiple pieces of sensitive data can be

encoded using the same hash image, while retaining their individual secrecy. That is, computing

one piece of sensitive data will not reveal the values of other pieces of sensitive data, even

though they are encoded using the same hash. This would have been the case in the simple Salt

+ Hash model. In the process of Fig. 5, two or more vinegars (54 and 55) are supplied to the

signing tool 12. Each vinegar is associated with a piece of sensitive data. Using the same image

16, the signing tool 12 computes two different salts (56 and 57). Each salt is associated with a

piece of sensitive data.

[0023] Referring to Fig. 6, there is illustrated an example of a runtime process. At runtime 60, a

vinegar 54 or 55 is selected in the code segment of the program, which selects which piece of

sensitive data 52 or 53 the program wishes to access. The selected vinegar 54 or 55 is applied to

the image 16, and then combined with the appropriate salt 56 or 57 to reveal the selected piece of

sensitive data 52 or 53.

[0024] The action of selecting a vinegar at run-time effectively allows the programmer to

associate an arbitrary value (i.e. the vinegar) with a secure access to the selected sensitive data.

Therefore, only at the successful computation of a hash value 62 combined with a salt and run-

time selected vinegar, the sensitive data is produced.

[0025] Referring to Fig. 7, there is illustrated a process 70 for verifying the sensitive data. In

certain cases it is desirable and/or necessary to verify the validity of the resultant sensitive data.

Clearly, this cannot be done by a simple comparison against the expected answer, as that would

reveal the sensitive data. An elegant solution as an embodiment of the present invention is the

use of part of the output as a hash of the hash. Using the example of Fig. 7, the process 70 takes

a portion of the computed hash 72 as a hash of the hash 74.

[0026] In this method, the hash of the hash 74 is computed and incorporated into the salt such

that it is available during runtime. Comparing the hash of the hash with a fixed value, that is the



stored hash of the hash, does not reveal any useful information about the sensitive data, except

whether or not the computed hash was in fact computed correctly i.e., not based on corrupted

data.

[0027] In a multiple vinegar situation, it is possible and desirable to decouple the salts from the

sensitive data. In such a case, the salts would be computed as above (in "Multiple Vinegar

Model") but would then be randomized in the storage area (they could be sorted numerically, for

example). In order to use the sensitive data, the program would compute the hash of hash and

sensitive data component, and then verify the hash of hash against the computed hash of the

hash. If the vinegar supplied by the program matches one of the vinegars supplied at signing

time, and there has not been any tampering of the image, then one of the hash of hash values will

match the computed hash of the hash. The sensitive data associated with that computation is

correct and can be used by the program.

[0028] The amount of sensitive data that can be encoded using the methods described above is

limited to the number of bits contained in the hash output because the hash output is combined

with a salt in order to produce the sensitive data. The amount of sensitive data that can be

encoded decreases with the size of the self-check value, if any.

[0029] If the size of the sensitive data is larger than the number of bits provided in this manner,

then the size can be increased by providing multiple salts per sensitive data element instead of a

single salt per sensitive data element. Each such salt is combined with the computed hash, and

yields additional bits of the sensitive data element. (One of the salts can still, when combined

with the computed hash, contain the self-check data). Alternatively, multiple vinegars can be

used in turn to provide pieces of the sensitive data element.

[0030] If the size of the sensitive data is large, an alternative would be to store the key to a set of

encrypted data in the manner described above.

[0031] In a further scenario, suppose that is not desirable to reveal the secret data even at run¬

time of the program. In this case, it is desirable to combine techniques in US6, 594,761 and

US6,842,862 to effectively conceal data even while it is in use. The techniques described in these



patents show how operations and data use may be transformed to run in a mathematical space

which is unapparent to the attacker while running the program.

[0032] The above described methods are in two components, the signer as described above is

called a signing tool, and the target program as described above is called the verifying library

and is meant to be integrated by a customer into a fully operating program.

[0033] The signing tool is used to combine a number of vinegars with sensitive data. The

vinegars are 32 bit integers, and the sensitive data is the address of the successful callback

function. The job is to verify the integrity of the customer-supplied program. In this case, there

are multiple images as defined above. Each image is a portion of the customer-supplied

program. For example, the customer-supplied program ("app . exe") may be divided into 10

pieces (selected on the command line to signing tool) and the customer may desire three success

callback functions (called sfl (), sf2(), and sf 3 ) associated with three vinegars (0x1234,

0x9876, and the classic Oxdeadbeef). In this case, the customer would supply the following

command line options (in addition to others required for signing tool operation):

[0034] - f app .exe -110 -Bsf 1 , 0x1234 -Bsf 2 , 0x9876 -Bsf 3 , Oxdeadbeef

[0035] This causes signing tool to create 10 signatures (the "-110" part), from the app . exe

program with the named success callback functions and their associated vinegars.

[0036] In reality, signing tool calculates 30 hashes - the program is divided into 10 parts, and

there are 3 vinegars (for each part). Each group of three hashes is computed with the associated

vinegar, and the result is stored in a "voucher file". This voucher file is then used at runtime by

the application.

[0037] Referring to Fig. 8 there is illustrated the first part of the computation. The process 80

takes an image 8 1 and vinegar 82, applies a first hash function 83 to generate a 160-bit hash 84.

Then a second hash function 85 is applied to generate a hash of the hash 86, which is stored with

the callback address 87.

[0038] The supplied 32-bit vinegar 82 is prepended to the image 81; that is the image is made to

be four bytes bigger than the actual size. A SHAl hash 84 is then calculated over this combined



image + vinegar. The 160-bit value 84 of the SHAl hash is then processed by the CRC-32 hash

algorithm 85 and produces a 32-bit checksum 86. The checksum 86 and the callback address 87,

as supplied on the command line, forms the sensitive data that is to be protected using this

method.

[0039] The first part of this process is as illustrated in Fig. 9, wherein a 160-bit value is

computed. The following steps are taken:

[0040] Step 1) (90) The CRC-32 of the SHAl is stored in 4 bytes (86).

[0041] Step 2) (91) The callback address 87 is stored in 8 bytes (in the case of a 32 bit

callback address, the top 4 bytes are zero).

[0042] Step 3) (92) A random 64-bit value 93 is selected, and stored in 8 bytes.

[0043] Step 4) (94) The 8 bytes from the callback address 87 is combined via exclusive-OR

with the 8 bytes of the random value 93 to produce an intermediate value 95.

[0044] Step 5) (96) The intermediate value 95 as a result of step 4 is stored into 8 bytes.

[0045] Step 6) (97) The values from steps 1, 4, and 5 are combined to create a 160-bit (20

byte) value (98), which is used in further computations.

[0046] As shown in Fig. 10, the final value 98 resulting from step 6 (97) of Fig 9 is then

combined via exclusive-OR with the 160-bit SHAl value 84 of the vinegar + image, and stored

100 in the voucher file.

[0047] At runtime, a similar (reverse) process is used in Fig. 11:

[0048] Step 1) The salt value 100 is retrieved from the voucher file.

[0049] Step 2) The application-supplied vinegar 82 is prepended to the image 81, and a

SHAl 83 is calculated over the result, producing HI, 112.

[0050] Step 3) A CRC-32, 113 of the SHAl hash 112 is computed, producing CI, 114.



[0051] Step 4) The salt 100 is combined via exclusive-OR with the SHA1 hash 112,

producing three values - C2 - 1 5 (the CRC-32 stored in the signing step) and Vl-1 6 and V2-

117 (the two 8-byte values stored in the signing step).

[0052] Step 5) C1 - 14 and C2 - 5 are compared.

[0053] Step 6) If they match, then VI - 116 and V2 - 117 are combined via exclusive OR

in order to retrieve the address stored 87 from the signing step. At this point the algorithm is

finished, as it has successfully retrieved the sensitive data element, namely the address 87.

[0054] Step 7) If CI - 114 and C2 - 115 do not match, then the next salt in the voucher

file is processed, until a match is found, or all salts have been exhausted.

[0055] Step 8) If no salts match, then a failure is declared.

[0056] Numerous modifications, variations and adaptations may be made to the particular

embodiments described above without departing from the scope of the patent disclosure, which

is defined in the claims.



What is claimed is:

A method of protecting sensitive data comprising the steps of:

during build time, hashing an image to produce a first hash;

combining sensitive data with the first hash to form a salt; and

storing the salt;

at runtime, hashing the image to produce a second hash;

retrieving the salt;

combining the second hash and the salt to recover the sensitive data.

The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of combining a first value with the

image.

The method of claim , further comprising the step of splitting the sensitive data into at

least two portions, combining a first value with the image, combining a first portion of

the sensitive data with the first hash to form a first salt and combining a second value

with the image, combining a second portion of the sensitive data with the first hash to

form a second salt.

The method of claim 3, wherein the step of retrieving the salt retrieves first and second

salts and the step of combining the second hash, combines the second hash with the first

and second salts to recover first and second portions, respectively, of the sensitive data.

The method of claim any one of claims 4, further comprising the step of hashing the first

and second hashes to produce third and fourth hashes and comparing the third and fourth

hashes to determine if they are the same and verifying the sensitive data if they are the

same.



The method of claim 5, wherein the step of combining sensitive data and the third hash

value includes combining the sensitive data with random data.

The method of claim 6, wherein the step of combining sensitive data and the third hash

value includes combining the sensitive data with random data and combining the output

with the random data and the third hash value.

The method of claim 7, wherein the sensitive data is an instruction address.

The method of claim 8, wherein the instruction address includes at least one of a

branching address and callback function address.

The method of claims 8 or 9, wherein the instruction address has one of 32 bits and 64

bits.

The method of claim 1 wherein the image is a portion of any file.

The method of claim 1 wherein the image is a portion of an executable file.

A method of protecting sensitive data comprising the steps of:

during build time, hashing an image to produce a first hash;

hashing the first hash to produce a second hash;

combining sensitive data with the second hash to produce a combined value;

combining the first hash and the combined value to form a salt; and

storing the salt;

at runtime, hashing the image to produce a third hash;

hashing the third hash to produce a fourth hash;

retrieving the salt;

combining the third hash and the salt to recover the combined value;



comparing the second hash from the recovered combined value with the fourth

hash and if they are the same;

recovering the sensitive data from the remainder of the combined data.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the step of combining sensitive data and the second

hash value includes the step of adding random data.

15. The method of claim 14, wherein the step of combining sensitive data and the second

hash value includes exclusive oring the sensitive data with the random data.

16. The method of claim 1 , wherein the step of combining sensitive data and the second

hash value includes exclusive oring the sensitive data with the random data and

combining the output with the random data and the second has value.

17. The method of claim 16, wherein the sensitive data is an instruction address.

18. The method of claim 17, wherein the instruction address includes at least one of a

branching address and callback function address.

19. The method of claims 17 or 18, wherein the instruction address has one of 32 bits and 64

bits.

20. The method of claim 13 wherein the image is a portion of any file.

2 1. The method of claim 20 wherein the image is a portion of an executable file.

22. The method of claim 2 1 wherein the image has a value combined therewith.

23. The method of claim 22 wherein the value corresponds to an instruction address.

24. The method of claim 23 wherein there are a plurality of instruction addresses, each

address having a corresponding value combined with the image.

25. The method of claim 24 wherein the step of combining the first hash and the combined

value to form a salt does so for each corresponding value combined with the image to

produce a corresponding plurality of salts.



AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 26 July 2013 (26.07.2013)

. A method of protecting sensitive data comprising the steps of:

during build time, hashing an image to produce a first hash;

combining sensitive data with the first hash to form a salt; and

storing the salt;

at runtime, hashing the image to produce a second hash;

retrieving the salt;

combining the second hash and the salt to recover the sensitive data;

combining a first value with the image; and

comprising the step of splitting the sensitive data into at least two portions, combining a

first value with the image, combining a first portion of the sensitive data with the first hash to

form a first salt and combining a second value with the image, combining a second portion of the

sensitive data with the first hash to form a second salt.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of retrieving the salt retrieves first and second

salts and the step of combining the second hash, combines the second hash with the first and

second salts to recover first and second portions, respectively, of the sensitive data,

3. The method of claim any one of claims 2, further comprising the step of hashing the first

and second hashes to produce third and fourth hashes and comparing the third and fourth hashes

to determine if they are the same and verifying the sensitive data if they are the same.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the step of combining sensitive data and the third hash

value includes combining the sensitive data with random data.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the step of combining sensitive data and the third hash

value includes combining the sensitive data with random data and combining the output with the

random data and the third hash value.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the sensitive data is an instruction address.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the instruction address includes at least one of a

branching address and callback function address.



8. The method of claims 6 o 7, wherein the instruction address has one of 32 bits and 64

bits.

9. The method of claim 1 wherein the image is a portion of any file.

0. The method of claim 9 wherein the image is a portion of an executable file.

1 . A method of protecting sensitive data comprising the steps of:

during build time, hashing an image to produce a first hash;

hashing the first hash to produce a second hash;

combining sensitive data with the second hash to produce a combined value;

combining the first hash and the combined value to form a salt; and

storing the salt;

at runtime, hashing the image to produce a third hash;

hashing the third hash to produce a fourth hash;

retrieving the salt;

combining the third hash and the salt to recover the combined value;

comparing the second hash from the recovered combined value with the fourth hash and

if they a e the same;

recovering the sensitive data from the remainder of the combined data.

12. The method of claim 1 , wherein the step of combining sensitive data and the second

hash value includes the step of adding random data.

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the step of combining sensitive data and the second

hash value includes exclusive oring the sensitive data with the random data.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the step of combining sensitive data and the second

hash value includes exclusive oring the sensitive data with the random data and combining the

output with the random data and the second has value.

15. The method of claim , wherein the sensitive data is an instruction address.

16. The method of claim 15, wherein the instruction address includes at least one of a

brandling address and callback function address.



17. The method of claims 15 or 16, wherein the instruction address has one of 32 bits and 64

bits.

1 . The method of claim 11 wherein the image is a portion of any file,

. The method of claim 1 wherein the image is a portion of an executable file.

20. The method of claim 19 wherein the image has a value combined therewith.

2 . The method of claim 20 wherein the value corresponds to an instruction address.

22. The method of claim 2 1 wherein there are a plurality of instruction addresses, each

address having a corresponding value combined with the image.

23. The method of claim 22 wherein the step of combining the first hash and the combined

value to form a salt does so for each corresponding value combined with the image to produce a

corresponding plurality of salts.
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